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The working environment is changing. More and more complex structures increase the time needed for analysing information. If nothing else, the trend for collaborating across several locations presents us with the challenge to keep an eye on information from different sources. Staying in control without meticulously browsing through never-ending excel tables and statistical analysis seems almost impossible. Solely deciding which key figures to monitor in order to feel the sensation of having everything under control is a challenge.

Do you know your occupancy rate or how long the queue at the CT is? Do you know how many patients are in your practice right now and what their examination status is? Do you know how long a private patient waits for his report after the examination? And - do you always have an eye on how many open report orders are on the worklists of your colleagues - especially in case of illness?

Always Optimally Informed - Independent of Location and Just in Time

With the state-of-the-art web application cockpit4med you always have an eye on your management data anyplace and anytime due to its accessibility via any webbrowser, even on mobile devices. Thus you are always in control of your radiological workflow. cockpit4med extracts data from different sources and presents user-friendly and meaningful information. This software uses the latest technologies, is modular and supports all medavis applications, e.g. medavis RIS. Advantages: You can access your individual data, but you don’t have to process them yourself. The cockpit4med starter package already provides you with a selection of the most important dashlets.

Important Workflow Information Ready at Hand

cockpit4med enables you to manage your radiological workflow quickly and effectively by providing you with important information in real time and even independently on mobile devices. Displaying data in real time and in graphically optimised diagrams facilitates the quick analysis of important factors, accelerates the deduction of measures and shortens your reaction times.

Any time and any place, cockpit4med gives you key information at a glance - as shown here under the heading „Examination“.
**Registration**
With cockpit4med you will not only know the waiting time of your patients. You will also know how many patients are waiting for an examination per modality.

**Examination**
You can always make a statement about the average examination duration of your patients - no matter if it was in the last 60 minutes, yesterday or the last week.

**Evaluation**
You will know at all times how many evaluation orders are open and how many colleagues are available for reporting.

**Billing**
Keep a firm grip on your finances at all times with information on the numbers of patients with private or mandatory state medical insurance, unsettled accounts or the number of cases already billed.

**Management**
At all times, a list showing your top referrers or average space capacity usage keeps you fully in the picture.

**Analysis Made Easy**
Thanks to modern software technologies, you have access to a wealth of information you can use profitably for management decisions and optimising your workflow. Often, there is not enough time to view and analyse this information. cockpit4med supports you by providing important facts at a glance. You can quickly access a list of top referrers, an overview of the current message queues (HL7, fax, e-mail etc.) or open orders from other systems (e.g. HIS).

Information The Starter Package Dashlets Provide:
- How many patients are waiting in the radiology and what is their examination status?
- Number of not released reports and number of reports older than X days waiting for release
- Your top referrers
- Open positions on your worklists

**cockpit4med helps you to manage a modern radiology**
Access information quicker for efficient management of your radiological workflow - anyplace and anytime.
Since 1997, medavis has been synonymous with medical IT that goes the extra mile:

▪ State-of-the-art software technology
▪ Future-oriented, scalable and upgradable IT processes
▪ Customised services
▪ IT experts in radiology process optimisation and network architecture
▪ High-performance products with depth of functionality
▪ Long-standing project experience
▪ Top-class customer service with qualified staff

Medical centres, hospitals, clinic chains and teaching institutions in Germany and abroad – over 450 medical institutions of all sizes already rely on our radiology workflow solutions medavis RIS and portal4med. For developing cockpit4med, medavis relies on the existing software solutions by Pentaho.
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